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Abstract
Encyclopedia of Curement per Dis-ease is an Encyclopedia that lists dis-
eases with a special soting order detailed herein in this article with analysis 
of various types of sorting along with the proposed curment suggestion. 
This encyclopedia refers to no single or specific reference. It does rely on 
different sources to fill in a template suggested by the author of this aticle. 
This article is to share the proposed structure of this Encyclopedia and 
to exemplify the information sourcing of the same to provide a choice of 
reference for the seekers of knowledge in an easily accessible way.
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Eversince medicine has existed as a systematic profession, dependency on 
outsourced medication has increased. Outsourced herein is referring to 
receiving out of one’s home medicine for handling dis-eases. Dis-eases are 
the un-eases resulting in hindered processing of normal physical practices 
of human body and behavior. For example, Asthma is a breathing dis-ease. 
Stammering, is   a dis-ease of behavior. Curement of such dis-eases can be 
found in various fields of therapies including new medicine. Despite the 
fact that medication is a physical option, remains the concept of receiving 
medicine—as a service—as an option subject to personal choices and 
preferences. Nations tended to have cultural ways to improve health 
levels. Those included acupuncture, cupping therapies, herbal therapies, 
reflexology, metaphysical methods, linguistic, and many other ways of 
curing dis- eases.

Found of essense to provide a sort of a structure for easy access by fonders 
of selfcare as a preventive approach at both consciously aware and 
subconsciously instinctly driven individuals.

The structure consists of the list of dis-eases ordered tabularly in the 
following order:

Where each of the organs, systems, and dis-eases are described in details and 
then classified narrative-wise symptoms-wise, classification-wise, healing 
mehod-wise, and dis-ease type wise. This classification assures ease of access 
to generic data by users of the encyclopedia whether this encyclopedia is 
referred to by a specialist physician or a non-medicine specialist. Yet to 
consider further narrative generated throughout the implementation of this 
exercise.

It is essential to count for the following considerations in each of the above 
sections of the structure:

1. Dis-eases name: terminologies assigned to dis-eases whether illnesses or 
otherwise in  different literature references and non-literature ones such as 
commomnly referred to by cultural norms. This includes physiological and 
and psychological dis-eases.

2. Symptoms: whether symptoms are correlated or not correlated to one 
another, appear jointly  or consequently, related to one another by a cause-
effect relationship or other relationships, physical type or metaphysical—
whether any, some, or all of that—it is important to refer to  the relationship 
between those symptoms and the dis-ease name and type.

3. Classification: classification of impacted class being it any classification 
such as organ perspective, system perspective, or other, is the main element 
towards making the most appropriate decision in regards to the healing 
method in addition to other factors impacting decision making.

4. Curing method: in addition to the personal choice of receiving medical 
treatment and the type of the medical treatment by a person, curing 
method depends mainly on the classification of the dis-ease where it is the 
first in place consideration to be taken care in deciding the curing method. 
Curing methods are classified on basis of the structure the curing method is 
structurized based upon.

The research methodology this encyclpedia shall be cascaded from is shown 
herein in the following figure:

This project is expected to continue thoughout the phases of development 
of the structure of the project and the detailed fill up of the project with 
necessary data along with a  dynamic element  for continuous update based 
upon findings. The project phases are:
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References for this exercise shall include:

1.one-to-one direct consultations with experts,

2.medicine books,

3.medicine articles and publications,

4.cultural reviews,

5.non medical, medicine related references: books, articles, publications, 
etc.

6.engineering related fields,

7.computer-based references,

8.systems development technologies,

9.others as appropriate.

Recommended for the work to continuously be subject to review by 
experts from various fields.

In conclusion, production of an encyclopedia of this size is a dynamic job 
that goes on continuously and requires frequent update and review by 
experts and parties involved in the  success of the same. An e-Encyclopedia 
is apparently the best possible choice for assurance of freshness of data,  
durability, and compatability with the most recent knowledge in fields of 
reference to this.


